Student Fee Allocation Committee - January 11th, 2019

- 9:00 am -

Attendees:
Alexandria Anderson - Committee Chair, EUSA President          Yes
Kristian Olsen - Administrative Delegate        Yes
David Hall - Secretary, EUSA Administrative assistant    No
Gypsie Everett - Administrative Moderator, EUSA Advisor     No
Joshua Morris - Student Delegate                    Yes
Max Garrett - Student Delegate                      Yes
Paige Martinez - Elected Delegate, EUSA Events VP        Yes
Sydney Ho - Elected Delegate, EUSA Executive VP          Yes
Teylor Pollock - Student Delegate                    Yes

--

Reviewed Proposals:

I) EUSA - Activities
   Organization Advisor: Gypsie Everett
   FY 2018: $25.00
   Asking: $25.00; Requesting to sustain

II) Athletics/BDAC
   Organization Advisor: Scott Madsen
   FY 2018: $20.00, $20.00
   Asking: $25.00, $23.00; Requesting to increase; +$5.00, +$3.00
III) Student Services - Advising  
Organization Advisor: Kristian Olsen  
FY 2018: $0.25  
Asking: $0.25; Requesting to sustain

IV) EUSA - Multicultural Association [Center for Diversity and Inclusion (CDI)]  
Organization Advisor: Gypsie Everett  
FY 2018: $8.00  
Asking $10.00; Requesting to increase; +$2.00

Motion to adjourn Meeting: Alexandria  
Seconded: Paige  
All in favor; Motion passes

- 6:00 pm -

Reviewed Proposals:

V) EUSA - Recreation  
Organization Advisor: Gypsie Everett  
FY 2018: $0.25  
Asking: $0.25; Requesting to sustain

VI) EUSA - CEUSA Leadership  
Organization Advisor: Gypsie Everett  
FY 2018: $34.00  
Asking: $34.00; Requesting to sustain

VII) EUSA - Legacy Fund  
Organization Advisor: Gypsie Everett  
FY 2018: $2.00  
Asking: $2.00; Requesting to sustain
VIII) Student Services - SUN Center
   Organization Advisor: Terry Johnson
   FY 2018: $6.00
   Asking: $6.00; Requesting to sustain
IX) Student Services - Student Orientation
   Organization Advisor: Shanny Wilson
   FY 2018: $2.25
   Asking: $2.35; Requesting to Increase; +$0.10
X) Student Services - Queer Resource Center (QRC)
   Organization Advisor: Gypsie Everett
   FY 2018: $1.00
   Asking: $1.00; Requesting to sustain
XI) Blue Bikes
   Organization Advisor: Greg Dart / Gary Straquadine
   FY 2018: N/A - New
   Asking: $2.00; Requesting to increase; +$2.00
XII) Student Services - Newspaper (The Eagle)
    Organization Advisor: Susan Polster
    FY 2018: $5.00
    Asking: $5.00; Requesting to sustain
XIII) Student Services - Theater
    Organization Advisor: Brent Innes
    FY 2018: $5.00
    Asking: $5.00; Requesting to sustain
XIV) Desert Wave Pool
    Organization Advisor: Tamara Gray
    FY 2018: N/A - New
    Asking: $5.00; Requesting to Increase; +$5.00
XV) Institutional Support - Campus Police
    Organization Advisor: Greg Dart
    FY 2018: $6.00
    Asking: $6.00; Requesting to sustain
XVI) SSS - Relaxation Days  
Organization Advisor: Rachel Lund  
FY 2018: $1.25  
Asking: $0.90; Requesting to decrease; - $0.35

Motion to Recess Meeting (5 min.): Alexandria  
Seconded: Paige  
All in favor; Motion passes

XVII) Student Services - Health and Wellness Center  
Organization Advisor: Jan Thorton and Jeff Spears  
FY 2018: $17.00  
Asking: $21.00; Requesting to increase; $4.00

XVIII) Student Services - Counseling Center  
Organization Advisor: Jan Thorton and Jeff Spears  
FY 2018: $4.00  
Asking: $4.00; Requesting to sustain

--

To be questioned first *not in particular order  
-Pool  
-Theater  
-Relaxation days  
-Health and Wellness  
-Counseling  
-Athletics

Unproposed Indexes *discluding defunded and non-negotiable Logan Indexes  
-Student Capital Projects  
-Student Center Operations  
-Student Success Skills
Motion to Adjourn Meeting: Alexandria
Seconded: Taylor
All in favor; Motion passes